Morphological changes and stress responses in neurons in cerebral cortex infiltrated by diffuse astrocytoma.
Local dysfunction in cerebral cortex infiltrated by astrocytoma can cause epilepsy and focal neurological deficits, but the cellular pathology of peritumoral cortex remains poorly defined. The aims of the present study were to define the morphological changes which occur in neurons in tumor-infiltrated cerebral cortex, and to determine whether peritumoral neurons show expression of cell stress-related proteins. Archival specimens of diffuse astrocytoma (n = 28) were identified with areas of both tumor-infiltrated cortex and apparently non-infiltrated cortex. Immunohistochemistry was performed to structural neuronal proteins (MAP-2, neurofilament proteins), beta-amyloid precursor protein, growth associated protein-43 and to injury response proteins (poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase, poly(ADP-ribose), c-fos, and c-jun). Tumor-infiltrated cortex revealed neuronal loss and architectural disarray compared to non-infiltrated cortex. Pyramidal neurons showed thinning of the cytoplasmic rim and their neuritic processes showed increasing tortuosity, varicosity, fragmentation and loss, with axonal spheroid formation and dendritic beading. Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase, poly(ADP-ribose) and c-fos were up-regulated in both infiltrated and non-infiltrated cortex, but c-jun expression was greater in areas of tumor-infiltrated cortex. Surviving neurons in cortex infiltrated by astrocytoma demonstrate, therefore, a sequence of morphological alterations in their dendritic, somatic and axonal compartments, and demonstrate a cell stress response. The patterns of cellular pathology identified suggest possible mechanisms, by which neurons are damaged and eventually lost in peritumoral brain.